Different Responses of Sea Surface Temperature in the South China Sea to Various El Niño Events during Boreal Autumn
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ABSTRACT

This study investigates variations of sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies in the South China Sea (SCS) during developing autumn of various El Niño events. The warm SST anomalies are observed in the SCS for canonical El Niño and El Niño Modoki I, whereas the cold SST anomalies are found for El Niño Modoki II. The ocean heat budget analyses show that the latent heat flux change induced by various types of El Niño events is a major contributor to the SCS SST variations. An anomalous anticyclone resides near the Philippine Sea for canonical El Niño and El Niño Modoki I, which induces the southerly wind anomalies over the SCS and thus weakens the climatological northeasterly in boreal autumn. The weakened surface wind speed reduces heat loss from the ocean, leading to a warmer state in the SCS. However, for El Niño Modoki II, the anomalous anticyclone shifts westward to the west of the SCS, and thus the northeasterly wind anomalies appear in the SCS. The northeasterly anomalies enhance the climatological northeasterly monsoon, increase the wind speed, and increase heat loss from the ocean, thus resulting in a cooling in the SCS. The anomalous anticyclone associated with El Niño events also increases shortwave radiation. The increases of the shortwave radiation can also contribute to the SCS warming for canonical El Niño and El Niño Modoki I in addition to the warm effect from the latent heat flux. Because the cooling effect from the latent heat flux is larger than that of the shortwave radiation for El Niño Modoki II, the SCS for El Niño Modoki II tends to be cool.
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1. Introduction

The South China Sea (SCS) is a semienclosed ocean basin in the western Pacific Ocean, which is an important passage linking the Pacific and Indian Oceans (Qu et al. 2000). The SCS is under the modulation of the East Asian monsoon. In winter, the SCS is dominated by the north-easterly monsoon, while the wind direction completely reverses to southwesterly in summer (Wyrski 1961). In response to the northeasterly monsoon, the upper ocean circulation is generally cyclonic during winter. The summertime circulation is characterized by an anticyclonic gyre in the southern basin and a weak cyclonic gyre in the north (Shaw and Chao 1994; Shaw et al. 1999; Chu et al. 1999; Qu 2000; Yang et al. 2002). Correspondingly, the sea surface temperature (SST) in the SCS displays a strong seasonal cycle. The SST has a seasonal maximum in summer except for a “cool filament” due to the upwelling off the coast of South Vietnam (Xie et al. 2003) and then decreases in subsequent months and reaches its seasonal minimum in winter (Liu et al. 2002, 2004; Fang et al. 2006).

Moreover, in response to the monsoon transition, a warm pool with the mixed layer temperature higher than 29°C is formed in the central SCS in spring and decays in June (Chu and Chang 1997; Wang and Wang 2006). The SCS SST variation can greatly influence extreme weather events and climate in the surrounding area on different time scales, such as the extreme daily temperature in summer (Gong et al. 2004), the summer monsoon onset (Ding et al. 2004; Kajikawa and Wang 2012; Liang et al. 2013; Xiang and Wang 2013), tropical cyclone activity (Wang et al. 2009; Ling et al. 2011), and rainfall by enhancing the convective instability (Chen et al. 2000; Ning and Qian 2009; Wu et al. 2010; Zhou et al. 2010).

It is well known that the SST variation in the SCS on interannual time scale is closely related to El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) (Tomita and Yasunari 1996; Ose et al. 1997; Qu et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2006). The SCS SST can be influenced by El Niño through the “atmospheric bridge” (Klein et al. 1999; Wang et al. 2000). The convective activity in the equatorial western Pacific shifts eastward during El Niño, which leads to an anomalous Walker circulation. These altered atmospheric circulations can directly modulate SST through surface heat fluxes (Trenberth et al. 1998; Klein et al. 1999; Wang et al. 2000; Alexander et al. 2002). On the other hand, the variations of the SCS SST anomalies are modulated by the ENSO-induced ocean dynamical processes (Qu et al. 2004). For the unprecedented warm event in the SCS during 1997–1999, Wang et al. (2002) found that the warm advection caused by the southerly wind anomalies mainly contributes to its development, and the maintenance is primarily due to the deeper thermocline. The El Niño signal can be conveyed into the SCS through Luzon Strait (Qu et al. 2004; Tian et al. 2006) and Mindoro Strait (Liu et al. 2011). Through the abovementioned ways, the SCS SST is warmer (cooler) during El Niño (La Niña) events and reaches a maximum (minimum) lagging the ENSO peak phase by 1–2 seasons (Klein et al. 1999). Moreover, Wang et al. (2006) discovered the feature of a double-peak evolution of the SCS SST anomalies associated with El Niño events and investigated the mechanisms. The first peak occurs in February in the decaying year of El Niño, which mainly results from shortwave radiation and latent heat flux anomalies. The second peak is around subsequent August, which is attributed to the mean meridional geostrophic heat advection. A persistence barrier of the SCS SST is found in boreal fall around October and November, which is vigorous in developing autumn of strong El Niño events (Chen et al. 2007). The occurrence of the persistence barrier as well as the rapid warming of the SCS during fall of strong El Niño are mainly attributed to the evolution of the low-level anomalous anticyclone, which in turn increases the solar heating in October and decreases the evaporative cooling in November and December (Chen et al. 2007). Comparing the relative contributions of El Niño and the East Asian winter monsoon (EAWM) to the SCS SST anomalies in the subsequent years, Wu et al. (2014) revealed that the SST anomalies during January–March are mostly related to the EAWM variability, whereas ENSO plays a dominant role in decaying summer.

Recently, a new type of El Niño called El Niño Modoki (Ashok et al. 2007) has been emphasized, with its maximum SST anomalies located in the tropical central Pacific instead of in the tropical eastern Pacific as for canonical El Niño. El Niño Modoki is also termed date line El Niño (Larkin and Harrison 2005), central Pacific El Niño (Yu and Kao 2007), and warm pool El Niño (Kug et al. 2009). In this paper, the name El Niño Modoki is used. El Niño Modoki occurs more frequently since the 1990s (Ashok et al. 2007; Kao and Yu 2009; Yeh et al. 2009), and the intensity is increasing in the past three decades (Lee and McPhaden 2010). Because of different warming locations and intensities between canonical El Niño and El Niño Modoki, significant differences exist in the anomalous atmospheric circulations and their influences on the tropical and extratropical climate (Weng et al. 2007; Kao and Yu 2009; Kug et al. 2009; Kim et al. 2012). Some literature has studied and compared different responses of the SCS climate to the two types of El Niño events (Hong et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2014; Liu et al. 2014). Although the SCS SST anomalies exhibit a warm double-peak evolution, the areas and intensities of warm SST anomalies are relatively weaker during El Niño Modoki than those during canonical El Niño (Liu et al. 2014).
Based on opposite impacts on rainfall in southern China in boreal fall, El Niño Modoki events can be further separated into two groups: El Niño Modoki I and II (Wang and Wang 2013). As demonstrated in Wang and Wang (2013), using ±0.5 standard deviation of the autumn-averaged rainfall anomalies in southern China as a threshold, El Niño Modoki I (II) can be identified when the rainfall anomalies are larger (lower) than ±0.5 (−0.5) standard deviations. Moreover, they exhibit different spatial patterns of SST anomalies (Wang and Wang 2013). For canonical El Niño, warm SST anomalies originate from the equatorial eastern Pacific along the South American coast in boreal spring and then strengthen and develop westward (Rasmusson and Carpenter 1982) and finally reach a mature phase with peak values in the equatorial eastern Pacific in boreal winter. Although the warm SST anomalies reach peak in the equatorial central Pacific in winter for both El Niño Modoki I and II, the origins and evolutions are different.

For El Niño Modoki I, the warm SST anomalies are first found in the equatorial central Pacific, and then intensify and eventually reach a peak locally, whereas for El Niño Modoki II, the warm SST anomalies originate in the subtropical northeastern Pacific and then develop southwestward to the equatorial central Pacific. Wang and Wang (2013) showed that the significantly different spatial patterns of SST anomalies appear in autumn. Figure 1 shows the composited SST anomalies and low-level wind anomalies during boreal autumn for three types of El Niño events. The differences of SST anomalies lead to different atmospheric responses (Fig. 1). Because of the Rossby wave response, for canonical El Niño there is an anomalous anticyclone over the Philippine Sea during autumn (Fig. 1a) (Weisberg and Wang 1997; Wang et al. 1999, 2000). A similar anticyclone also exists for El Niño Modoki I, but with a weaker magnitude (Fig. 1b). In contrast, an anomalous cyclone resides near the Philippine Sea for El Niño Modoki II.

**Fig. 1.** Composited SST anomalies (shading; °C) and 850-hPa wind anomalies (vector; m s⁻¹) during boreal autumn for (a) canonical El Niño, (b) El Niño Modoki I, and (c) El Niño Modoki II. The white contours filled with dots indicate the composite exceeding the 90% significance level based on a Student's t test. The HadISST dataset and NCEP–NCAR reanalysis are used for SST and 850-hPa wind speed, respectively.
corroborate our observed results in section 6. Finally, a section 5. Several numerical simulations are performed to summarize along with discussion is presented in section 7.

The response of the SCS SST anomalies to canonical El Niño is well studied, but quite little is known about the impacts of El Niño Modoki events on the SCS SST. The purpose of this study is to investigate the variations of the SCS SST anomalies associated with canonical El Niño and El Niño Modoki I and II, and the corresponding physical mechanisms. The results are expected to improve the understanding of the interannual variation of the SCS SST. The study focuses on boreal autumn [October–November (ON)] because the warm SST anomalies of three types of El Niño events in the tropical Pacific are significantly different during this season (Wang and Wang 2013).

The paper is organized as follows. A brief description of the datasets, methods, and numerical model used in this study is given in section 2. Section 3 presents the variations of the SCS SST anomalies associated with various El Niño events. Section 4 performs a heat budget analysis to investigate atmospheric and oceanic processes generating the SCS SST anomalies during various types of El Niño events, followed by the explanations of how various types of El Niño events influence these processes in section 5. Several numerical simulations are performed to corroborate our observed results in section 6. Finally, a summary along with discussion is presented in section 7.

2. Datasets, methods, and numerical model

a. Datasets

In this study, the monthly ocean temperature, wind stress and sea surface height (SSH) from the Simple Ocean Data Assimilation (SODA), version 2.1.6, from 1958 to 2008 (Carton and Giese 2008) and surface heat fluxes obtained from the Japanese 55-Year Reanalysis Project (JRA-55) with a resolution of 0.5625° × 0.5625° (TL319L60, horizontal spectral resolution with 60 vertical levels) from 1958 to 2013 (Ebita et al. 2011) are used for the heat budget analysis. The SODA dataset has a resolution of 0.5° × 0.5° and 40 vertical levels ranging from 5 to 5375 m. For the overlapping time period, the ocean heat budget is performed using all these datasets from 1958 to 2008. The monthly 10-m wind speed and air–sea difference in saturated specific humidity provided by International Comprehensive Ocean–Atmosphere Dataset (ICOADS) with a resolution of 1° × 1° from 1960 to 2014 (Woodruff et al. 2011) are used to analyze the variations of the latent heat flux. The total cloud cover from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)–National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) reanalysis (1948–present) is adopted (Kalnay et al. 1996) to analyze the shortwave radiation flux variations. In addition, the monthly Hadley Centre Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature (HadISST) dataset with a resolution of 1° × 1° from 1870 to 2015 (Rayner et al. 2003) is used to validate variations of the SCS SST during various types of El Niño events.


b. Methods

In this study, the composite analysis is applied with a Student’s t test. To identify the relative contributions of physical processes inducing SST anomaly variations in autumn during three types of El Niño events, an upper ocean heat budget analysis is performed. After linearizing the SST equation (Qiu 2000) and ignoring the second-order infinitesimal terms, the heat balance equation of SST anomalies can be described as

\[
\frac{\partial T'}{\partial t} = \frac{Q_{\text{NET}}}{\rho C_p h} - (\mathbf{u}_E \cdot \nabla T' + \mathbf{u}_E' \cdot \nabla T) - (\mathbf{u}_G \cdot \nabla T' + \mathbf{u}_G' \cdot \nabla T') - \left[\frac{w_E (T - T_d)' + w_E' (T - T_d)'}{h} + \text{RES}\right].
\]

This equation is consistent with Liu et al. (2014). The overbar denotes the climatological mean, and the prime

![Fig. 2. The evolution of the composite SST anomalies (°C) averaged in the SCS during canonical El Niño (red), El Niño Modoki I (blue), and El Niño Modoki II (black). The two dashed lines indicate October and November in year(0); year(0) means the developing year of El Niño, and year(+1) is the subsequent year.](image-url)
corresponds to the anomaly; $T$ is the mixed layer temperature, and it is a good proxy for SST (Qiu 2000); $Q_{\text{NET}}$ is the net surface heat flux, $\rho$ is the seawater density (1025 kg m$^{-3}$), $C_p$ is the specific heat capacity (3890 J kg$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$), and $h$ is the mixed layer depth (MLD). In this study, the MLD is defined as the depth at which the temperature is 0.5°C lower than the surface temperature (Monterey and Levitus 1997). The horizontal circulation in the surface mixed layer can be divided into Ekman current $u_E$ and geostrophic current $u_G$; $u_E$ is driven by the surface wind stress $\tau \times \mathbf{k}/\rho f h$, and $u_G$ is governed by the horizontal pressure gradient $-g \nabla \eta \times \mathbf{k}/f$, where $g$ is the gravitational acceleration, $f$ is the Coriolis parameter, and $\eta$ means SSH. Also, $w_E$ is the entrainment velocity. Because of the shallow MLD in the SCS, the entrainment velocity is dominated by Ekman pumping $\nabla \times \tau/\rho f$ (Qu 2001; Wang and Wang 2006). Finally, $T_d$ is the temperature at a depth of 5 m below the bottom of the mixed layer.

On the right-hand side of Eq. (1), the first term represents the net heat flux anomaly forcing. Ekman heat advection is divided into mean Ekman heat advection (the second term) and anomalous Ekman heat advection (the third term). Geostrophic heat advection is the sum of the fourth and fifth terms, which represent mean geostrophic heat advection and anomalous geostrophic heat advection, respectively. Entrainment heat flux includes the mean entrainment heat advection (the sixth term) and anomalous entrainment heat advection (the seventh term). The last term denotes the residual term

---

**FIG. 3.** Composites of SST anomalies (°C) during developing autumn (ON) of (a) canonical El Niño, (b) El Niño Modoki I, and (c) El Niño Modoki II. The white contours and the area filled with white dots indicate the composite exceeding the 90% significant level, based on a Student’s $t$ test. The SST from SODA (version 2.1.6) was used (Carton and Giese 2008).

---

**FIG. 4.** As in Fig. 3, but for SST anomaly tendencies ($\partial T/\partial t$; °C month$^{-1}$) for three types of El Niño events. The tendency is calculated by the difference between the SST anomalies in November and October.
c. Numerical model

The Community Atmosphere Model, version 4 (CAM4; Neale et al. 2013), is used to examine the atmospheric response to the tropical heating. CAM4 is the sixth generation of the atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM) developed at NCAR, and it is the atmosphere component of the Community Climate System Model (Gent et al. 2011). Compared with CAM3, CAM4 has significant improvements to the dynamical core, deep convective parameterization, and cloud fraction calculation (Neale et al. 2013). In this study, the default finite volume dynamical core is used and a relatively lower spatial resolution is adopted (1.9° × 2.5°) with 26 vertical levels for computational resource limitation.
observed across the SCS for El Niño Modoki I. The significantly warm SST anomalies (up to 0.6°C) are in the southern and central SCS (Fig. 3b). However, for El Niño Modoki II, the significantly cold SST anomalies appear in the northeastern–southwestern SCS, with the cold centers (up to −0.6°C) being located near Luzon Strait (Fig. 3c). It is noted that the composites of SST anomalies calculated from HadISST show similar results (not shown).

4. Heat budget analysis of the SCS SST anomalies

The tendencies of the SCS SST anomalies during boreal autumn associated with various El Niño events are shown in Fig. 4. Here, the SCS SST anomaly tendency in autumn means the SST anomaly differences between November and October. For canonical El Niño, the basin-scale warming tendency in the SCS is observed, and the significantly warming tendencies are in the northwestern, central, and southwestern SCS (Fig. 4a). Although the warming tendency in the whole SCS basin for El Niño Modoki I is similar to that for canonical El Niño, differences are seen. The significantly warming tendency for El Niño Modoki I appears in the western SCS, confined to the west of 115°E (Fig. 4b), which is different from canonical El Niño. Different from the warming tendencies for canonical El Niño and El Niño Modoki I, the basin-scale cooling tendency is seen in the SCS for El Niño Modoki II. The significantly cooling tendency is located in the northern and southwestern SCS (Fig. 4c).

To compare the contributions of atmospheric and oceanic processes to the SCS SST changes for various El Niño events, a mixed layer heat budget analysis is performed using monthly variables (Fig. 5). In this study, the corresponding dynamic and thermodynamic terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) are all averaged between October and November. In addition, downward for heat flux is set the positive direction. That is to say, positive heat flux indicates that the ocean obtains heat from the atmosphere. From the heat budget averaged over the SCS, the SCS warming tendency for canonical El Niño is dominantly attributed to the net surface heat flux (near 0.3°C month−1), consistent with the results of Wang et al. (2006). Like the situation of canonical El Niño, the net surface heat flux plays the most important warming and cooling roles for El Niño Modoki I and II, respectively. It should be noted that similar conclusions are also derived using other surface heat flux products such as NCEP (not shown). Compared with the contributions of net surface heat flux, the contributions of Ekman advection, geostrophic advection, and vertical entrainment are small for three types of El Niño events (less than 0.05°C month−1). Although the contributions of Ekman current and geostrophic current to SST variations are greatly less than these of the net heat flux, some interesting results are seen in Fig. 5. The contribution of Ekman advection is opposite to that of geostrophic advection for three types of El Niño events, indicating that the total contributions of ocean horizontal circulations are close to zero. In addition, the SST variations induced by Ekman advection and geostrophic advection exhibit obvious differences for three types of El Niño events. For canonical El Niño and El Niño Modoki I, the Ekman (geostrophic) current tends to cool (warm) the SCS, while for El Niño Modoki II the contribution of Ekman (geostrophic) current is opposite to that for canonical El Niño and El Niño Modoki I. This suggests that the responses of ocean horizontal circulations in the SCS to three types of El Niño events are different. This issue will be addressed in other study.

Based on the heat budget analysis, we found that the SCS-averaged net heat flux is responsible for the SCS
SST variations for various types of El Niño events. The spatial patterns of the net heat flux over the SCS in autumn for three types of El Niño events are shown in Fig. 6. For canonical El Niño, the positive net heat flux anomalies are observed in most of the SCS, which leads to the warming SCS. The significantly warm centers are located in the northern SCS, and the maximum is more than 30 W m$^{-2}$ (Fig. 6a). Compared with Fig. 6a, the pattern of the net heat flux anomalies associated with El Niño Modoki I is similar to that of canonical El Niño, while the intensity is weaker (Fig. 6b). The weaker amplitude of heat flux anomalies for El Niño Modoki I is suggested to be attributed to the weaker warm SST anomalies in the tropical Pacific (Wang and Wang 2013). In contrast, the significantly negative anomalies are in most of the SCS basin (Fig. 6c), indicating that heat is released from the ocean to atmosphere, and thus the SST tends to be cooling.

Although the net heat flux averaged in the whole basin could account for the SST tendencies well, there still exist some differences in the spatial patterns (Figs. 4 and 6). For example, the net heat flux anomalies of both canonical El Niño and El Niño Modoki I mainly exhibit major positive anomaly centers in the northern and central SCS (Figs. 6a,b), while the warming tendencies appear in the southern SCS (Figs. 4a,b). For El Niño Modoki II, although the significantly negative net heat flux anomalies are in most of the SCS basin (Fig. 6c), the cooling tendency is relatively weak between 10$^\circ$ and 15$^\circ$N (Fig. 4c). To evaluate the contributions in detail, we separate the SCS into three parts: the southern SCS (4$^\circ$–10$^\circ$N), the central SCS (10$^\circ$–18$^\circ$N), and the northern SCS (18$^\circ$–22$^\circ$N). The contributions averaged in these three parts are illustrated in Fig. 7. Similar to Fig. 5, both the northern SCS (Fig. 7a) and central SCS (Fig. 7b) are governed by the net heat flux for three types of El Niño events. The geostrophic heat advection plays a secondary role in the northern SCS during El Niño Modoki II, and the entrainment heat flux is secondary in the central SCS during canonical El Niño and El Niño Modoki I. It is noted that the Ekman heat advection could result in warm SST anomalies, and thus offset about one-third of the cooling effect induced by net heat flux in the central SCS for El Niño Modoki II (Fig. 7b). However, in the

![Fig. 8. Composites of the (top) latent heat flux anomalies (W m$^{-2}$) and (bottom) shortwave radiation flux anomalies (W m$^{-2}$) averaged between October and November for (a),(d) canonical El Niño, (b),(e) El Niño Modoki I, and (c),(f) El Niño Modoki II. The white contours and the area filled with white dots indicate the composite exceeding the 90% significance level, based on a Student's t test.](image-url)
southern SCS, the contributions of the geostrophic advection become more important. The contributions of the geostrophic advection terms are comparable to these of the net heat flux terms for three types of El Niño events, which may be related to the strong geostrophic currents over there (Xie et al. 2003). In particular, the geostrophic advection even plays a dominant role during El Niño Modoki II (Fig. 7c). The significantly negative geostrophic advection occurs around the Sunda Shelf (not shown). Because of space limitation, we mainly focus on the central and northern SCS, where the net heat flux is the major contributor. The southern SCS will be discussed in future study.

The net surface heat flux includes shortwave radiation, longwave radiation, latent heat flux, and sensible heat flux. Because of the small magnitudes of longwave radiation and sensible heat flux in the SCS (Gupta et al. 1999; Chou et al. 2000; Zhang et al. 2012), latent heat flux and shortwave radiation flux anomalies are analyzed in this paper. For three types of El Niño events, amplitudes of latent heat flux anomalies (Figs. 8a–c) are all larger than these of the shortwave radiation flux anomalies (Figs. 8d–f), especially for El Niño Modoki II. The spatial patterns of the latent heat flux anomalies for three types of El Niño events are similar to these of the net heat flux anomalies. The positive anomalies of latent heat flux are significant in the northern SCS for canonical El Niño and El Niño Modoki I, and the significantly negative anomalies appear in the whole basin for El Niño Modoki II. Therefore, the SCS SST tendencies for three types of El Niño events are mainly controlled by the variations of latent heat flux anomalies. Shortwave radiation flux plays the secondary role in the SCS SST changes. Next, the mechanisms of how three types of El Niño events result in the changes of the latent heat flux in the SCS are analyzed.

5. Mechanisms of El Niño–induced heat flux changes in the SCS

Since the latent heat flux is a major contributor to the SCS SST changes, this section focuses on the mechanisms of how various El Niño events affect the latent heat flux over the SCS. In addition, the anomalous shortwave radiation flux in the SCS associated with various types of El Niño events is also discussed.
The changes of the latent heat flux are greatly influenced by large-scale atmospheric circulations. The latent heat flux is associated with 10-m wind speed and air–sea specific humidity difference (Chou et al. 2000; Wang et al. 2006). The heat from the ocean to the atmosphere is easily released with large wind speed and high air–sea specific humidity difference for cooling the sea surface. The anomalous 10-m wind speeds and air–sea specific humidity differences associated with various El Niño events are shown in Fig. 9. It is seen that the 10-m wind speed anomalies are significantly different over the SCS. For canonical El Niño and El Niño Modoki I, the wind speeds are significantly reduced (Figs. 9a and 9b). However, for El Niño Modoki II, the significantly enhancing wind speeds appear in the northeastern–southwestern SCS (Fig. 9c), which favors surface cooling (Fig. 4c). Specific humidity differences between the air and ocean for various El Niño events show few differences. The positive specific humidity differences between the air and ocean cover nearly the whole SCS, except for weakly negative values in the western SCS for El Niño Modoki I and the southern SCS for El Niño Modoki II (Figs. 9d–f). Therefore, the differences of the latent heat flux are mainly attributed to the surface wind speed over the SCS for three types of El Niño events.

To explain the weak or strong wind speeds over the SCS for three types of El Niño events in Fig. 9, we calculate the composites of the low-level atmospheric circulations over the SCS (Fig. 10). As discussed in Fig. 1, for canonical El Niño and El Niño Modoki I, an anomalous anticyclone appears near the Philippine Sea (Figs. 10a,b) due to the Rossby wave response to ENSO (Weisberg and Wang 1997; Wang et al. 1999; Wang et al. 2000; Wang et al. 2012, 2014). The SCS is located in the west of the anomalous anticyclone center and thus is significantly influenced by southerly wind anomalies. It is noted that the intensity of the anticyclonic circulation for El Niño Modoki I is weaker than that for canonical El Niño. Climatologically, the northeasterly wind prevails over the SCS in boreal autumn (Fig. 10d). The southerly anomalies associated with canonical El Niño and El Niño Modoki I weaken the climatological northeasterly wind, and thus the wind speed is reduced (Figs. 9a,b), leading to the positive latent heat flux anomalies (Figs. 8a,b). In contrast, for El Niño Modoki II, a significantly anomalous cyclone resides east of the Philippines, and the anomalous anticyclone shifts westward to southern East Asia (Fig. 10c), which is due to the pattern of warm SST anomalies extending from the northeastern Pacific to the equatorial central Pacific and farther westward in the equatorial central Pacific compared with El Niño Modoki I (Wang and Wang 2013). The SCS is in the east of the anomalous anticyclone center and thus is dominated by the northeasterly
wind anomalies. Such anomalous northeasterly winds combined with the climatological northeasterly monsoon increase wind speed (Fig. 9c) and thus drive more latent heat released from the ocean (Fig. 8c).

In addition to the impacts of the low-level wind speed, the anomalous anticyclone over the SCS for three types of El Niño events can also influence the shortwave radiation variations. The anomalous anticyclone may suppress convective activity and significantly reduce the cloud cover (Fig. 11), which increases shortwave radiation (Figs. 8d–f). For canonical El Niño and El Niño Modoki I, the decreases of low-level wind speed combined with the increases of shortwave radiation contribute to the warm tendency of the SCS SST anomalies. Although the shortwave radiation is also increased due to the decreased cloud cover for El Niño Modoki II, its magnitude (Fig. 8f) is smaller than that of the latent heat flux induced by increased wind speed (Fig. 8c). Therefore, negative net heat flux anomalies appear in the SCS for El Niño Modoki II (Fig. 6c).

6. Model experiments of El Niño–induced atmospheric circulation

To further identify different atmospheric responses to three types of El Niño events, we perform four CAM4 model experiments. The first experiment is forced by the climatological mean SST with a 32-yr integration, referred to as control run, and the model results of the last 30 years are used to calculate the climatology. The other three experiments are sensitivity experiments. It should be noted that the warm SST anomalies in the tropical Pacific are significantly different during boreal autumn (Wang and Wang 2013), and the distinct differences of the SCS SST anomalies also appear in developing autumn (Fig. 2). Therefore, these three sensitivity experiments are driven by the climatological SST with SST anomalies in different regions in boreal fall (September–November). According to the significant SST anomalies for the three types of El Niño events in Fig. 1, the idealized SST anomalies of 2°C in the tropical eastern Pacific (10°S–10°N, 120°–80°W) and 1.5°C in the central Pacific (10°S–10°N, 170°–130°W) are used to force the model for canonical El Niño and El Niño Modoki I, respectively (Fig. 12). For El Niño Modoki II, the SST anomalies of 1.5°C in the parallelogram-like region from the subtropical northeastern Pacific to the tropical central Pacific are prescribed. All of these three sensitivity experiments are integrated for 16 years, and the last 10 years are analyzed.

The differences of the sea level pressure (SLP) and low-level (850 hPa) wind anomalies averaged in boreal autumn (October and November) between sensitivity and control experiments (Fig. 13) are consistent with the
observed results by Wang and Wang (2013). For canonical El Niño (Fig. 13a), in response to the warm SST anomalies in the equatorial eastern Pacific, a pair of anomalous cyclones is located on both sides of the equator (Gill 1980), associated with significant equatorial westerly anomalies. As a Rossby wave response, an anomalous anticyclone occurs near the Philippine Sea (Wang et al. 2000; Wang 2002), inducing southwesterly anomalies over the SCS. Similar to canonical El Niño, the anomalous anticyclone exists over the Philippine Sea for El Niño Modoki I, with a weaker intensity (Fig. 13b). The locations of the westerly wind anomalies and two cyclones straddled on the equator are farther westward. However, for El Niño Modoki II, the anticyclone shifts westward to Southeast Asia and an anomalous cyclone appears near the Philippine Sea, inducing northeasterly anomalies over the SCS (Fig. 13c). These numerical experiments further confirm the atmospheric response to different types of El Niño events as we discussed above.

7. Summary and discussion

The interannual variation of the SCS SST is closely related to El Niño events (Tomita and Yasunari 1996; Ose et al. 1997; Qu et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2006) and exhibits different features for canonical El Niño and El Niño Modoki events (Liu et al. 2014). Recently, El Niño Modoki events can be further separated into two types, El Niño Modoki I and II, with significantly different impacts on rainfall in southern China, tropical cyclone activity in the western Pacific, and the IOD (Wang and Wang 2013; Wang and Wang 2014; Wang et al. 2014). In this paper,
different responses of SCS SST anomalies to three types of El Niño events (canonical El Niño, El Niño Modoki I, and El Niño Modoki II) during developing autumn are explored, and the associated mechanisms are also studied.

The warm SST anomalies appear in the SCS for canonical El Niño and El Niño Modoki I, while the SCS shows a cold state for El Niño Modoki II during developing autumn. Based on the ocean heat budget analysis, the SST variations in autumn associated with three types of El Niño events are attributed to the net surface heat flux. Compared with the net heat flux, the contributions of oceanic processes (i.e., Ekman advection, geostrophic advection, and entrainment heat flux) to the SCS SST tendency in developing autumn of various types of El Niño events are small. An anomalous anticyclone resides near the Philippine Sea for canonical El Niño and El Niño Modoki I. The anticyclone induces the southerly anomalies over the SCS that weaken the climatological northeasterly wind. The diminished wind speed reduces heat loss from the ocean via the latent heat flux, and thus the SCS tends to be warm. However, for El Niño Modoki II, the anomalous anticyclone shifts westward, and the SCS is associated with the northeasterly anomalies. Thus, the strengthened northeasterly enhances the loss of latent heat from the ocean to cool the SCS for El Niño Modoki II.

The ENSO-induced large-scale circulations influence not only the changes of the latent heat flux, but also the shortwave radiation flux in the SCS. The anomalous anticyclone circulations over the Philippine Sea and SCS for various types of El Niño events (Fig. 10) could suppress the convection over the SCS, and thus reduce the cloud cover (Fig. 11), increasing shortwave radiation (Figs. 8d–f) to warm the SCS. This means that the latent heat flux combined with the shortwave radiation contributes to the SCS warming for canonical El Niño [consistent with Wang et al. (2006); Chen et al. 2007] and El Niño Modoki I. However, since the cooling effect of the latent heat flux is larger than the warming effect of the shortwave radiation flux for El Niño Modoki II, the SCS SST tends to be cool.

Since El Niño Modoki occurs more frequently under the projected global warming scenarios from simulations from phases 3 and 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP3 and CMIP5) (Yeh et al. 2009; Kim and Yu 2012), it is necessary to explore the impacts of El Niño Modoki on global climate. Our results provide an impact for the SCS responses to El Niño Modoki, which is helpful to improve the understanding of the regional climate under global warming.

Besides the impacts of the tropical Pacific, climate variability in the SCS and the western tropical Pacific is also influenced by the Indian Ocean (Saji et al. 1999; Webster et al. 1999; Saji and Yamagata 2003; Yamagata et al. 2004; Annamalai et al. 2005; Xie et al. 2009). Since the IOD is a distinct mode in the Indian Ocean during boreal autumn (Saji et al. 1999) and is clearly associated with various types of El Niño events (Wang and Wang 2014), we also examine the responses of the SCS SST anomalies to the IOD. The Indian Ocean dipole mode index (DMI) is calculated as the SST anomaly difference between the western (10°S–10°N, 50°–70°E) and southeastern (10°S–0°, 90°–110°E) tropical Indian Ocean (Saji et al. 1999). Following the definition by Rao et al. (2002), positive (negative) IOD events are identified as the years in which the normalized annual mean of DMI is larger (lower) than 1.0.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive IOD</th>
<th>Pure positive IOD</th>
<th>Negative IOD</th>
<th>Pure negative IOD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>1958</td>
<td>1959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 14. Composite difference of the SCS SST anomalies (shading; °C) and 10-m wind anomalies (vector; m s$^{-1}$) between the pure positive and negative IOD events during boreal autumn (ON). The white contours and the area filled with white dots (red vectors) indicate the composite SST (meridional wind) anomalies exceeding the 90% significant level, based on a Student’s $t$ test. The HadISST dataset and ICOADS were used.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive IOD</th>
<th>Pure positive IOD</th>
<th>Negative IOD</th>
<th>Pure negative IOD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>1958</td>
<td>1959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
According to the criteria, 10 (7) positive (negative) IOD events are selected during 1958–2008 (Table 1), which is consistent with the results in Rao et al. (2002) but with a shorter time period. The positive IOD co-occurs with canonical El Niño and El Niño Modoki I, while some negative IOD events accompany with El Niño Modoki II and La Niña (Ashok et al. 2003; Meyers et al. 2007; Wang and Wang 2014). To separate the influences of ENSO, the “pure positive IOD” events are defined without co-occurrence of canonical El Niño and El Niño Modoki I, and the “pure negative IOD” events are identified with the absence of El Niño Modoki II and La Niña (Table 1). Compared with the SCS SST variations associated with various types of El Niño events (Fig. 3), the composite differences of the SST anomalies between pure positive IOD and negative IOD are weaker with positive (negative) values in the northern (southern) SCS during boreal autumn, and they are not significant together with the 10-m wind anomalies (Fig. 14).

Moreover, the atmospheric responses to IOD forcing are also simulated by CAM4, via two sensitivity experiments. The experiments are forced with the sum of climatological SST and composited SST anomalies in the tropical Indian Ocean (10°S–10°N, 30°–110°E) during pure positive IOD and negative IOD events (Table 1), respectively. The composite difference of 10-m wind anomalies between these two experiments is nearly imperceptible (not shown), which is in accordance with the observed results (Fig. 14). The model results further corroborate that the SCS SST variations are less influenced by the IOD. In other words, various types of El Niño events are responsible for the changes of the SCS SST.
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